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its a compilation of the usual solid twista tracks you'd expect, but its also very good overall, though it is saddled with the same old problems as the rest of his albums. his
rhymes are all over the place, and rarely show twista having a clear grasp on what he's talking about, even on the first half of the album. he raps about women's asses,
old people and celebrities, and even rhymes "i'm gonna make my money" with "i'm a cypher". it's a funny line, but the way he says it sounds very wrong. he also raps

about cars, which is odd since he has yet to be presented with anything worthy of his rhymes. he only runs six minutes over, which is a shame, and while its great to see
him use his flow and punchlines over a clean beat, its hard to stick with a guy like this for anything more than a few tracks. fortunately, the album doesn't really run out

of steam until the second half, where twista finally has a thought on the subject matter he's been rapping about all along. (a little later, he breaks down the finer points of
a golf analogy and is at least amusing. ) he also takes a trip down memory lane, talking about his previous singles like in da club and oh yea. so that's a nice variation, at
least. if you like twista's style and the fact that he's got a strong voice and can rap well, you'll like this. if you're looking for twista to change, you'll be disappointed. if you

like twista's music, you'll like this. twista kamikaze is a nice little album, very solid, that is on the short end of the spectrum. while i'm not sure if it's gonna get a fair
shake, i've got no issues with it at all. it sounds good, he raps well, and the production is cool. and thats really all i need to say about it.
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its a compilation of the usual solid twista tracks you'd expect, but its also very good overall, though it is saddled with the
same old problems as the rest of his albums. his rhymes are all over the place, and rarely show twista having a clear
grasp on what he's talking about, even on the first half of the album. he raps about women's asses, old people and

celebrities, and even rhymes "i'm gonna make my money" with "i'm a cypher". it's a funny line, but the way he says it
sounds very wrong. he also raps about cars, which is odd since he has yet to be presented with anything worthy of his

rhymes. he only runs six minutes over, which is a shame, and while its great to see him use his flow and punchlines over a
clean beat, its hard to stick with a guy like this for anything more than a few tracks. fortunately, the album doesn't really
run out of steam until the second half, where twista finally has a thought on the subject matter he's been rapping about
all along. (a little later, he breaks down the finer points of a golf analogy and is at least amusing. ) he also takes a trip

down memory lane, talking about his previous singles like in da club and oh yea. so that's a nice variation, at least. if you
like twista's style and the fact that he's got a strong voice and can rap well, you'll like this. if you're looking for twista to
change, you'll be disappointed. if you like twista's music, you'll like this. twista kamikaze is a nice little album, very solid,
that is on the short end of the spectrum. while i'm not sure if it's gonna get a fair shake, i've got no issues with it at all. it

sounds good, he raps well, and the production is cool. and thats really all i need to say about it. 5ec8ef588b
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